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MP3 audio 
by Richard Auletta 

M P3 is revolutionizing how music 
and audio are stored, played, sold, 
and exchanged. MP3 is a music 

compression scheme that will compress audio 
by a factor of 10 while still maintaining CD 
quality audio, turning a 40 MB CD audio 
track into a manageable 4 MB MP3 file. This 
article will get you started creating and play
ing MP3s on your Sun Spare Solaris or x86 
workstation. 

Why MP3? 
Everyone has a different reason for creating 
MP3s. I like the convenience of creating cus
tom tapes for my car and leaving my audio 
CDs at home when listening to music on my 
SparcStation at work. Of course, eight hours 
of music on a single recordable CD-ROM is 
reason enough for any music fan to embrace 
MP3. And, for those of you on the move, 
portable and automotive MP3 players are 
available for downloading the MP3 files 
you create. 

What's MP3? 
MP3 is technically the MPEG Layer-3 percep
tual audio coding scheme. The coding scheme 
compresses the audio in a manner that ex
ploits the properties of the human ear and can 

achieve high levels of compression while still 
maintaining audio quality. 

Coding and compression are needed be
cause audio sampled at the 16-bit 44.1-kHz 
rate of CDs uses 1.4 MB to store one_ second of 
audio data. At that rate, even a 9 GB hard disk 
can only hold about 14 full-length CDs. 

In comparison, MP3 uses only 16 KB per 
second of audio for CD quality sound. If 
sound quality isn't the primary objective, 
MP3 can produce FM radio quality decoded 
audio at a compression factor of 24, and tele
phone quality can reach compression factors 
of nearly 100. Because MP3 uses perceptual 
coding techniques that consider how we hear, 
the decompressed audio will sound better 
than audio that was sampled at a lower sam
ple frequency and resolution. In other words, 
MP3 encoded 16-bit audio will result in better
sounding audio than comparable uncom
pressed 8-bit audio. 

Preliminaries 
The first thing you need to be aware of is that 
strict copyright laws cover most recorded 
music. You can only create MP3s for your per
sonal use from most commercial sources. With 
that said, there are three steps to creating MP3 
audio from an audio CD as illustrated in Figure 
A: ripping, encoding, and playback. 
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Figure A: Creating and playing MP3s involves these three steps. 
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Ripping is the process of copying audio data 
from an audio CD to your hard disk. While it's 
possible to use an analog input to capture the 
audio, the direct digital transfer avoids the in
troduction of any noise into the audio stream 
from the conversion between the analog and 
digital domains. 

Encoding is the process of converting the 
raw audio data, typically a WAV or AIFF file, 
into an MP3 file. Encoding is computationally 
intensive and takes about six minutes on a 
300-MHz UltraSparc for a four-minute 44.1-
kHz 16-bit stereo audio track ripped from an 
audio CD. 

Playback, of course, is where the MP3 is de
coded and the audio recovered. The decoding 
process is considerably simpler than the en
coding, and can be performed in real-time. 
The focus of MP3 players tends to be on user 
features, such as managing play lists and their 
look and feel. 

The section on Web Resources will point you 
to where you can obtain the programs described 
in the rest of this article. All the programs de
scribed in this article come as binaries, so you 
can just download and enjoy. 

Ripping 
Gale t I e is a classic UNIX command line utility 
that will rip audio tracks off your worksta-

Web resources 
• The canonical MP3 site www.mp3.com/ 

• Galette CD ripper www.cybersoft.org/ 

• BladeEnc MP3 encoder homeS.swipnet.se/-w-82625/ 

• Xaudio MP3 decoder and SDK www.xaudio.com/ 

• Sox Sound eXchange www.spies.com/Sox/ 

• Audio CD database www.cddb.com/ 

Coming up ... 
• Sun freeware 

• Quick file backups 
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tion's CD-ROM player. Usage couldn't be 
easier. Insert the audio CD into your CD-ROM 
player and type galette -t 3 1 AIFF track3 .aiff 
This usage will rip track three from the CD 
and store it as an AIFF file named track3.aiff. 
To rip the entire CD in one stroke, use the 
form galette -a -f AIFF tunes, and Gale t t e will 
consecutively number each track ripped. Some 
audio rippers will query a CDDB database to 
obtain the album title and track information. 

Gale t t e has proven to be very reliable. The 
only problem we've had is with enhanced 
audio CDs that contain a Windows FAT file 
system. Gale t t e won't rip the last track on these 
disks. This appears to be a problem with cdi o 
i octr l interface on Solaris, as Volume Manager 
is also known to fail on some enhanced audio 
CDs. There's a GUI interface available for 
Gale t t e on the Cybersoft Web page. 

Encoding 
The Solaris port of the DOS-like Windows 
BladeEncoder MP3 encoder works as advertised 
under Solaris, readily converting audio files 
to MP3. Usage can be as simple as bladeenc 
track3. ai ff, which will produce a new MP3 en
coded file called track3 .mp3. GUI interfaces are 
available for 8 l adeEncoder on its homepage for 
those who prefer a point-and-click interface. 

Of course, you can encode any audio source 
to MP3. BladeEncoder accepts WAV and AIFF 
input formats. Sox, the Sound eXchange pro
gram, will convert between many formats, in
cluding Sun AU to WAV and AIFF formats, 
allowing you to encode a range of audio 
sources. 

Playback 
Xaudio and its motif-based graphical interface 
mxaud i o allows you to play back and enjoy the 
MP3s you have created on your Solaris Spare 
or x86 workstation. Xaud i o also has an SDK for 
those who would like to write their own inter
face to the Xa u di o decoder or include MP3 
playback directly in a custom application. 

Enjoying 
If you've been playing audio CDs with xmcd 
or workman, you might want to consider the 
convenience of encoding them as MP3s for 
your personal use, and in the process freeing 
up both your CD-ROM drive and your brief
case for things other than audio CDs. • 



Y2K and BIND con 
by Paul A. Watters 

T he Berkeley Internet Name Domain 
(BIND) is the standard Internet name 
resolution server and client software 

used on Solaris systems. Since Solaris is wide
ly used as the operating system for running 
primary domain name services (DNS) on the 
Internet, any potential issue regarding Year-
2000 compliance and DNS should be taken 
seriously. In this article, we'll look at the con
figuration of BIND, and how conventional 
use of the s er i a l parameter in BIND for regis
tering DNS revisions will cause problems 
after the year 2000. This is not a Y2K bug in 
the BIND software, but a problem that arises 
from using serial parameters in a way that's 
most useful to us. 

BIND background 
Making Internet configuration accessible was 
the primary motivation behind DNS in the 
early years of the Internet. Although our Solaris 
systems are quite happy processing network 
information based on numeric IP addresses, 
trying to remember many IP addresses is cogni
tively taxing. In addition, matching domain 
names to IP addresses makes it easy to locate 
services on the Internet (for example, when we 
want to check out the latest information from 
Sun, we can easily guess the host name for the 
Sun Web server is www.sun.com). 

The primary DNS server in any domain 
uses four separate files to store information 
about hosts in that domain. The cache initial
ization file (named.ca) has a list of root servers 
from which authoritative DNS information can 
be retrieved. The localhost file (named.local) 
associates the primary DNS server with its 
own loopback address (127.0.0.1), and is the 
cornerstone for retrieving hostnames on the 
local subnet. The reverse domain file (named. 
rev) translates IP addresses into hostnames by 
using pointer (PTR) records, whereas the do
main hosts file (named.local) contains address 
(A) information for all hosts in the domain. 

The latter three files are collectively known 
as zone files, and are kept on the primary DNS 
server for each Internet domain. Among the 
other parameters that make up the zone files, 
such as address and pointer records, the Start 
of Authority (SOA) records contain several 
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parameters that are used primarily by DNS 
servers outside the domain to retrieve informa
tion about hosts within the domain (that is, sec
ondary servers provided by your ISP). These 
include refresh, which is the time in seconds 
that a secondary server should wait before up
dating zone files from the primary server, and 
expire, which is the time in seconds that a sec
ondary server should retain zone information 
about the domain before discarding it. 

The problem 
The parameter we're interested in is serial, 
which is a serial number that must increase in 
value every time local zone information is up
dated (that is, when adding a host to the do
main, or changing an IP address). In BIND, 
this is an eight-digit number that can either 
start from zero and increase to 99999999 (for 
example, more than ninety-nine million DNS 
changes in the zone), or more commonly, as a 
four-field, two-digit number that's composed 
of year, month, day, and daily revision num
ber. For example, if the SOA for named.local 
had a serial of 99020701, this would identify 
the file as the first DNS revision on February 
7, 1999. 

Anyone who has followed the debate over 
Y2K problems can immediately see the dilem
ma: following the convention outlined above, 
the serial for named.local on January 1, 2000 
would be 00010101. Since this number is much 
less than the serial as at December 31, 1999 
(99123101), no zone information will be updat
ed by secondary servers. Thus, unless an alter
native way of creating serials is introduced 
before December 31, 1999, no DNS updates 
will be registered in many domains around 
the world. 

Solutions 
There are three possible solutions to the prob
lem. The first solution is that the BIND soft
ware could be changed to use a ten-digit 
number for serials, such as 2000010101 for Jan
uary 1, 2000. One of the problems with such a 
change would be the large number of sites 
that would have to recompile and restart their 
primary name servers at some specified date 
so that zone changes would be recognized. 
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This should be a long-term goal for those in
volved in BIND development, and would re
tain the useful date I revision format for 
identifying zone revisions. 

The second solution is that, on January 1, 
2000, primary DNS administrators can contin
ue to add serials in a linear fashion from 
99123101, so that further revisions take the 
numbers 99123102, 99123103 and so on. This 
provides for at least 876,897 DNS revisions, 
hopefully by which time a new standard for 
DNS serials has been agreed upon and an im
plementation delivered. 

by Jeff Forsythe, Sr. 

Y our file systems may become overbur
dened in one of several ways. They be
come fragmented, the real estate isn't 

used correctly, or they become full. This article 
will deal mainly with this last issue, a full 
disk. Most of what we'll discuss is just plain 
old common sense. But until you've been face 
to face with this problem, you might not give 
the issue the priority it demands. Be fore
warned however, you can begin this procedure 
now and avoid the File System Full message. I 
suggest you do so now, proactively, before you 
have to do it out of necessity. So let's look at 
what can be done. 

Unnecessary files 
Removal of unnecessary files, such as tempo
rary, junk, and test files, is usually a good 
start. Production data files don't require dupli
cates, so these can safely be removed. "What?" 
you say, "Remove production files?" Yes, re
move all copies of production files. If they're 
really production files, then there should only 
be one, not 10 copies. 

Sometimes copies may be needed in order 
to make changes, but these are no longer pro
duction files, they're work files. Make sure 
you know the difference, and don't remove 
work files. Work files should be in file systems 
and directories specially designed for work 
files and not in production locations. And 
if you use the vc.sh that was introduced in 

The third solution is to start using linear se
rial addition today, rather than leaving it until 
December 31st. The reason is that the number 
of possible DNS revisions increases dramati
cally for every month that we can save: using 
the example for February 7th mentioned previ
ously, the number of possible changes is 
979,298, an increase of around 12 percent on 
the December 31st figure. 

In any case, administrators will need to act 
before December 31, 1999, if they intend to 
ever change their primary DNS information in 
the future .• 

"Shell toolbox 101, part 2" in our January, 1999 
issue, you won't have to worry about mistak
ing these for production files, because older 
copies have the version number appended to 
them. Just make sure that you really want to 
remove these older files. Remember, when you 
configured vc.sh, if you chose to keep five pre
vious versions of each file, there was probably 
a reason. 

Semi-duplicates 
So, how do you go about identifying the can
didates for removal? The first such files are 
semi-duplicate files. These are files with dupli
cate or semi-duplicate names that contain 
nearly, but not-quite, duplicate contents. Semi
duplicates are easy to find, albeit time con
suming. You simply run the find command to 
a temporary file, run the sort command with 
the unique flag against the temporary file and 
output that to a second temporary file, and fi
nally run the compare command against both 
temporary files. The resulting output is a list 
of potential semi-duplicate filenames. This 
code snippet finds those files that are named 
the same within the same file system: 

find /fi lesys > tmp1 
sort -u tmp1 > tmp2 
comm -23 tmp1 tmp2 > 

semi-duplicates 



Do this in/ and you've got all duplicate 
named files on your system. You must look at 
the potential files manually to see if they really 
are semi-duplicates and not just duplicate 
names for totally unlike files. If you have a 
better way, please contact me! 

But what about the files that you copied to 
other directories or have in the same directory 
but have made a minor name change to (such 
as .old, .bak, etc.)? As administrators you 
wouldn't be at fault, because we know you're 
using the vc.sh and would never have this 
problem. But your users do this all the time, 
causing you this full disk problem. With a 
slight modification to the find command, you 
can expand and fine-tune your search for semi
duplicates. You can do so especially through ju
dicious use of the -name flag and a star, such as: 

find /fi lesys -name "base•" > 

tmp1 

which finds all filenames that begin with base 
in the file system. 

Duplicates 
The next candidates for removal are the real 
duplicates-actual duplicate copies of files 
spread across the same directory, different di
rectories, or even across file systems. This will 
seemingly take forever to run. But, if you real
ly want to clean house-and you should peri
odically-then this approach will guarantee to 
clean out duplicate files. 

To find duplicates, run get_dups.sh. It's ex
tremely slow since it's performing a find and a 
checksum on all files in the given path, but it 
will find all of them for you. Keep in mind that 
if you have a lot of files to check, this may re
quire a lot of disk space in the tmpdir. If you're 
running it to help clean out a full or almost full 
file system, make sure to put your temporary 
files elsewhere so that it can run. You should 
also have a lot of system-time free when you 
want to do this. We suggest you don't have 
this running when your backup is running. In 
fact, it's always a good practice to have noth
ing running during a backup. 

Different processors will run this at various 
speeds. Some will work better if you run one 
process for each file system and then concate
nate the resulting files together before sorting 
out the duplicates. 

The output from this tool is a text file listing 
all duplicated files and their relative path to 
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the location you searched. Don't forget that 
this list contains all the duplicates, meaning it 
contains the original file you'll want to keep, 
too. So don't try to automate the removal 
process unless you don't mind performing re
stores from your last good backup. A nice en
hancement would be to add the full path in by 
replacing the dot in the find command, or at 
least by adding a heading saying what the file 
is a listing of. We'll leave that to you. 

Found them, now what? 
Of course, once the semi-duplicates and dupli
cates are found, you have to use your own 
judgement on whether or not they can be re
moved. Local political climate will dictate who 
has the final say on this matter, unless you have 
ultimate authority over your system-in which 
case you can just delete them. 

Don't forget to clean up after yourself. 
Those temporary files you just built are space 
wasters, too. The get_dups.sh, shown in 
Listing A on page 6, will clean up its working 
files, but leaves the resulting list. Once you've 
cleaned these up, remove the list file. The 
semi-duplicates temporary files will also be 
hanging around. You can use a special directo
ry especially for your temporary files, perhaps 
I tmp I admi n-tmp. If so, make sure that it gets 
cleaned out automatically in order to save you 
time and effort. However, it's always a good 
policy to have this directory cleaned out after 
a backup. A good time to do this is at the end 
of your backup script, or to append it to the 
backup command in cron. The best method 
would be to verify that the backup was suc
cessful prior to cleaning up these files. If the 
backup failed, don't remove anything. You 
might need the files to figure out what hap
pened or to rebuild something. 

Other culprits 
Other culprits in wasting disk space are large 
files. You can find them using du and sort, or 
by using the find command with the -size 
flag. You must work with your users to deter
mine what's removable. Perhaps you'll get 
lucky and find some really big files that can be 
removed. Some users will intentionally waste 
space by creating large junk files. 

Another thing to remember is that users 
will get files in weird places, such as I usr or 
I etc. A good plan for these semi-static file sys
tems is to have a list of the original file sys
tems' contents on hand and to periodically 
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Listing A: The get_dups.sh script will remove duplicate files 

#!/bin/sh 
######################################################### 
# 

#SHELL : get_dups .sh 
#DATE WRITTEN : 03/13/1999 JAF , Sr . 
# DATE UPDATED : 
# PURPOSE : 
# USAGE : 

Find duplicate files 
get_dups .sh [filesysldirl 1-t tmpdirl 
-t : assign temporary directory 
filesysldir : File system or directory 
in which to search for duplicate files 
-t tmpdir : Assigns tmpdir as the 
place to put the temporary work files 
0 - Nominal 

# FLAGS : 
# ARGUMENTS : 
# 

# 

# 

# RETURNS : 
# 1,2 .3 - Usage errors 

NIA # CALLS : 
# CALLED-BY : NIA 
# ERRATA: None 
#LIMITATIONS : Inherently SLOW due to find and sum of 
# all files. 
# 

######################################################### 

# Process arguments 
case S# in 

0) ; ; 

1) DIR=S1 ;; 
2) if [ "S1" = "-t" 

then 
TMPDIR=S2 

else 
echo "USAGE : get_dups .sh [dirifilesysl [-t tmpdirl" 
exit 

Ii ;; 
3) DIR:S1 

if [ "$2" = "-t" 
then 

TMPDIR=S3 
else 

echo "USAGE : get_dups .sh [dirlfilesysl [-t tmpdirl" 
exit 2 

f i ; ; 
•)echo "USAGE : get_dups.sh [dirifilesysl [-t tmpdir]" 

exit 3;: 
esac 

#Set defaults 
HERE='pwd ' 
DIR=S{DIR :=S{HERE}} 
TMPDIR=S{TMPDIR :=S{HERE}} 
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# Change to DIR 
cd S{DIR) 

# Build the file list w/check sums 
find . -exec sum -r {} \ ; > S{TMPDIR}/chksum 

#Get sorted list of check sums only 
awk -F"." '{print S1}' S{TMPDIR}/chksum sort > S{TMPDIR} 
• I sr t sum 

#Get unique list of sorted check sums 
sort -u S{TMPDIR}/srtsum > S{TMPDIR}/uniqsrtsum 

#Get unique list of duplicate scheck urns 
comm -23 S{TMPDIR}/srtsum S{TMPDIR}/ 
• uniqsrtsum I sort -u > S{TMPDIR}/uniqdups 

# Set the Field Seperator to <CR> 
IFS=" 

#Create header for duplicates list 
echo "get_dups . sh ' date +%m/%d/%Y ' ' date +%H :%M '" > 
• S{TMPDIR}/dups 
echo " " » S{TMPDIR}/dups 

#Create list of duplicates 
for LINE in ' cat S{TMPDIR}/uniqdups' 
do 

grep "${LINE}" S{TMPDIR}/chksum >> S{TMPDIR}/dups 
echo " " >> S{TMPDIR}/dups 

done 

# 

# BEEN THERE - DONE THAT - NOTE : 
# 

#Remember that the dups list contains ALL the duplicates 
#including the one you will want to keep so don ' t automate 
#the removal beyond this point without considering that. 
# 

#Clean up temporary files 
rm - f S{TMPDIR}/chksum S{TMPDIR}/srtsum S{TMPDIR}/ 
• uniqsrtsum S{TMPDIR}/uniqdups 

#Change back to original directory 
cd S{HERE} 

exit 0 



check for lost sheep. You should use a shell 
script to check for changes to these file sys
tems. A report will tell you any changes that 
were made (using the sum command), any ad
ditions to the file system, and any deletions 
from it. This is an especially important script, 
and one that deserves its own mention in an 
upcoming article. 

This isn't a procedure you'll want to use for 
dynamic file systems where your users tradi
tionally keep data. Be careful when removing 
files from system directories and file systems, 
because the file you remove could be the one 
that's keeping your system up and going. 
Don't forget whose playground you're on 
when you're visiting/, /usr, and the like
you're on root's turf. And if you mess up, root 
wins, you lose, and the users suffer. 

Your users' perceptions may take up quite 
a bit of disk space. They sometimes think they 
need copies of files for extra protection. Typical
ly, they have multiple copies on the same file 
system with the same and I or different names 
and spread across multiple file systems with 
the same name. Semi-duplicates and duplicates 
have already been discussed. Finding multiple 
copies with different names requires a good 
rapport with the users. Discerning their person
al naming conventions can be tough. If open 
communication and a trusting relationship 
can't be established with the users, then you 
have bigger problems than a full file system. 

Disk management policies 
In addition to the preceding ideas, you must 
ask yourself and your users if there's a better 
way to manage the amount of disk space at 
your disposal. Can you use links instead of 
copies? Can you compress your data (which 
may give astonishing results)? Is there a differ
ent format the users can use that requires less 
space? For instance, CAD users may be saving 
their files in ASCII format instead of binary, 
costing much more disk usage. 

Inside Solaris back issues 

Using the existing structure to the best of 
your advantage is also important. If you have 
free space on another file system, then you 
might be able to utilize it by moving and using 
data there or moving the data there and linking 
to it, which is invisible to the users. Hopefully, 
these ideas will help to prolong your free disk 
space long enough to get that new disk in place. 

Ounce of prevention 
From an administrator's viewpoint, once you 
have a new disk in place, there are a few 
things you'll want to consider. Built-in waste 
(by you) is an administrator's friend. Don't 
compress until you must; use a space-wasting 
format when you can (save CAD in ASCII on 
purpose), etc. These are the tools you'll need 
to help get you through the next disk crisis. 
Above all, don't advertise the fact that you're 
wasting, or it will come back to haunt you. 

In addition to the unallocated disk space, 
you should already have set aside space for 
normal growth. Actually creating a hidden file 
system and not mounting it can be a good idea. 
You might also want to put a large junk file in it 
that uses a great deal of its resources, to make it 
less appealing to someone else who happens 
upon it. You can create a nice junk text file (one 
full of numbers and special characters is good, 
because they aren't questioned as often as al
phabetic text files). You can just create a little 
loop sending numeric strings to a file until it 
gets huge. When the space becomes necessary, 
you just remove the junk file, a portion of the 
contents, or delete the entire file system and re
allocate the space where it's required. You must 
decide how much to set aside, if any. 

Hopefully you don't need any of these ideas, 
but when you do, they'll prolong your dwin
dling resources for a little while. If that doesn't 
help, beg your boss to let you buy an extra disk 
drive to sit on a shelf for just such emergencies. 
In any case, start cleaning up your disks now
don' t wait until you have no choice! • 

B ack issues of Inside Solaris are a handy resource. If your Inside Solaris library is in
complete, you should invest in back issues. These are available for $9.00 each ($11.00 

each outside of the US). To order back issues, you can contact our Customer Relations 
Department by sending an email to zdjcr@zd.com. You can also contact us by phone at 
(800) 223-8720. 
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~skSuite 4.2 
by Arthur Haigh 

A voiding a system crash is always a 
top priority for system administra
tors. You can significantly increase the 

availability of your system by creating a mir
rored root partition using Solstice DiskSuite. 
Mirroring is a Redundant Array of Indepen
dent Disks (RAID) technique that forces data 
to be written to two identical disks or parti
tions, creating continuously up-to-date, online 
backups of important partitions like root. 

Mirroring a disk or partition isn't difficult to 
implement or understand. Sun gives you the 
tools you need to configure and understand 
RAID in the Solstice DiskSuite package. If you 
have the Solaris System 7 server distribution, 
then you have a copy of everything you need. 
DiskSuite 4.2 is included on the Solaris Easy 
Access Server 2.0 Software CD-ROM. 

Deciding on a RAID configuration 
There are basically five levels of RAID (plus a 
few hybrid variations). Mirroring, which is dis
cussed in this article, is known as RAID level 0. 
When choosing a RAID configuration, one 
must balance the variables (that is, fast, cheap, 
or reliable) and optimize the configuration at 
the expense of one of the other choices. For ex
ample, mirroring provides high reliability (be
cause you have two copies of everything), but 
is expensive (because you need twice the num
ber of disks). 

You can learn much more about RAID by in
stalling and reading the AnswerBook packages 
from the Solaris Easy Access Server 2.0 Docu
mentation CD-ROM. You can also access Sun's 
documentation Web page using a Web browser. 
Go to http://docs.sun.com/ and click the link 
for Systems Administration. Then, search for 
"disksuite." This will take you to the Solaris 
DiskSuite 4.2 Collection. Don't choose DiskSuite 
4.0 by mistake. 

Laying the groundwork 
Conceptually, RAID isn't difficult. There is, 
however, some jargon that you'll need to be
come familiar with. Here are a few definitions 
that Sun uses for describing RAID: 

• Metadevice-A virtual disk or device that 
represents the collection of a group of phys
ical slices or disks. 

• State database-A database stored on disk 
that keeps track of the state of the metade
vices, error conditions, and configuration 
information. 

• Mirror-A metadevice made up of subsets 
of other metadevices (sub-mirrors). Data are 
duplicated on each submirror. 

• One-way mirror-A mirror with only one 
submirror. 

Getting started 
To begin, I'm going to make some assump
tions about this installation. Please note that 
these are simplifying assumptions, and not re
quirements. If your needs differ, don't let these 
assumptions pose limitations: 

• I'm starting with two identical disks with 
identical partition maps, as shown in Table 
A. You, of course, can choose to use different 
maps, but make appropriate modifications 
to these instructions where needed. The 
small partitions in Table A are set aside for 
the metadevice state database and replicas. 

• This is an initial installation of DiskSuite 
4.2 (that is, there are no older versions on 
the host). 

• Your system has a local CD-ROM drive. 

• Both disks are internal and are on one con
troller. We'll use I dev I dsk/ cOtOdO, and 
I dev I dsk/ cOtldO in our examples. 

Installing DiskSuite 4.2 
Locate the Solaris Easy Access Server 2.0 Soft
ware CD-ROM, and mount it. If the volume 
manager daemon (vold) isn't running, then 
mount the CD-ROM manually. 

# mount -F hsfs -o ro /dev/dsk/c0t6d0s0 
io. /cdrom/solaris_easy_access_srvr_2_0 

If the volume manager daemon is running, 
then the CD-ROM will mount automatically. 
Now, change directories. 

# cd /cdrom/solaris_easy_access_srvr_2_0 



Use the package add utility to install 
DiskSuite as follows: 

# cd spare 
# pkgadd -d 'pwd' 

The following packages are available: 
1 SUNWmd Solstice DiskSuite 

(spare) 4.2,REV=1998 .02 .09 . 12.47.28 
2 SUNWmdg Solstice DiskSuite Tool 

(spare) 4.2,REV=1998.14.09.08.19.32 
3 SUNWmdn Solstice DiskSuite Log Daemon 

(spare) 4.2,REV=1998 .02 .09. 12.47.28 

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 
-. ·all' to process 
all packages). (default: all) !?.??.qi: 

Type all, and then answer the questions 
about running the installation scripts as root. 
If you want to use the graphical user interface 
instead of the pkgadd utility, then you can run 
the WebStart Installer by executing the follow
ing command: 

# ./installer 

After the packages are installed successful
ly, reboot the host: 

# /usr/sbin/reboot 

When the system is up, you can verify your 
installation by invoking the package informa
tion utility: 

# pkginfo l grep SUNWmd 
system SUNWmd Solstice 
-.Di skSui te 
system SUNWmdg Solstice 

-.DiskSuite Tool 
system SUNWmdn Solstice 
-.DiskSuite Log Daemon 

For convenience, set the search path to in
clude the newly installed DiskSuite executa
bles and man pages. For the Bourne shell 
(/bin/ sh), use these commands: 

# PATH:/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin:SPATH 
# MANPATH:/usr/opt/SUNWmd/man:SMANPATH 
# export PATH MANPATH 

For the C shell (/bin/ csh), enter these com
mands: 

#set path = (/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin Spath) 
# setenv MANPATH /usr/opt/SUNWmd/man:SMANPATH 

If you choose to set the paths, then you don't 
need to type the full path to the commands, as 
I've done in the examples that follow. 

Creating the state databases 
When configuring two RAID disks, Sun rec
ommends creating two databases per disk. 
You can see in Table A that I've created a 
small partition, slice 3, on each of the disks. 
This slice isn't for a filesystem, but for the 
state database and its replicas. 

Create the initial state database and replicas 
using the metadb command: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/ 
-.metadb -a -f -c 2 c0t0d0s3 c0t1d0s3 

where -a specifies that the initial state database 
should be created. The - f forces the creation 
and the -c 2 creates two copies on each disk. 

Table A: Sample partition table configured for root, swap and replica database partitions. 

Part Tag Flag Cylinders Size Blocks 
0 root wm 0-2642 1.92 GB (2643/0/0) 4017360 
1 swap WU 2643-2729 64.57MB (87 /0/0) 32240 
2 backup wm 0-2732 1.98 GB (2733/0/0) 4154160 
3 unassigned wm 2730-2732 2.23MB (3/0/0) 4560 
4 unassigned wm 0 0 (0/0/0) 0 
5 unassigned wm 0 0 (0/0/0) 0 
6 unassigned wm 0 0 (0/0/0) 0 
4 unassigned wm 0 0 (0/0/0) 0 
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You can use the metadb command to verify 
that the databases were created: 

# /usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metadb 

flags first blk blockcount 
au 16 1034 /dev/dsk/c0t0d0s3 
au 1050 1034 /dev/dsk/c0t0d0s3 
au 16 1034 /dev/dsk/c0t1d1s3 
au 1050 1034 /dev/dsk/c0t1d1s3 

Specifying metadb - i will print this informa
tion and include descriptions of the flags. 

Creating the metadevices 
Next, we'll need to create the mirror metade
vice. To do this, we'll first create the submir
rors, one for each disk. Then we'll initialize the 
mirror and attach one submirror to it, creating 
a one-way mirror. We'll reboot the system 
from the one-way mirror metadevice and then 
attach the second submirror, allowing the mir
rors to synchronize. 

Create the submirrors 
The root partition is on I dev I dsk/ cOtOdOsO. 
Create the first sub-mirror, which we'll call dl: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/ 
.,.metainit -f d1 1 1 c0t0d0s0 
d1: Concat/Stripe is setup 

The -f option forces the initialization on a 
mounted file system; d 1 is the name of this 
submirror. This submirror has one stripe and 
is one stripe wide (as indicated by the 1 1 ). Fi
nally, we specify the device c0tGd0s0. 

Now, create the second submirror called d2: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/ 
.,.metainit d2 1 1 c0t1d0s0 
d2 : Concat/Stripe is setup 

Note that this command looks similar to the 
first metainit command. The differences are 
that the first time we issued it, we specified - f. 

That isn't needed here. Also, note that we 
specify d2 instead of d 1. Finally, note the device 
is different. Here we specify the second inter
nal disk (target 1). 

Initializing the mirror 
Now that we've created the submirrors, we 
can initialize the mirror and then attach the 

first submirror, d 1. Since, for now, there will be 
only one submirror in the mirror, we call it a 
one-way mirror. First, initialize and attach 
submirror d 1 to the new mirror d0: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metainit d0 -m d1 
d0: Mirror is setup 

Now we have a metadevice, d0, which is a mir
ror containing one submirror, d 1. 

We'll need to reboot the host from the new 
metadevice, d0, instead of from the device 
I dev I dsk/ cOtOdOsO. The metaroot command 
changes the I etc I vfstab and I etc I system files 
to enable us to do this. First make copies of 
I etc I vfstab and I etc I system: 

#cp /etc/vfstab /etc/vfstab .orig 
#cp /etc/system /etc/system.orig 
#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metarool d0 

Sun recommends running the lockfs com
mand prior to rebooting: 

#/usr/sbin/lockfs -fa 
#/usr/sbin/reboot 

During the boot process you may see the fol
lowing messages: 

WARNING : forceload of misc/md_lrans failed 
WARNING : force load of misc/md_raid failed 
WARNING: forceload of misc/md_holspares failed 

The Sun DiskSuite Installation and Product 
Notes documents (in the General Information 
section) state that, "these warnings are harm
less, and may be ignored." 

After the system has successfully rebooted 
from metadevice d0, take a look at the I etc/ 
vfstab file to see the changes that metaroot 
produced. You'll notice that I dev I dsk/ 
cOtOdOsO has been replaced with I dev I md I 
dsk/ dO. Also, look at the mounted root file
system: 

#df -k I 
Fi lesystem kbyles used avail 
.,. capacity Mounted on 
I dev /md Ids k I d0 1946246 635686 1252173 
-.34% I 

Notice that we're now referencing the 
metadevice and no longer referencing the 
physical device. Our next task is to attach 
the second submirror, d2, to d0: 



#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metattach d0 d2 
d0: submirror d2 is attached 

You may be able to hear the disks chattering, 
indicating that the submirrors are synching. 

That's it. You have just mirrored your root 
partition. Now the mirror metadevice can be 
treated as a normal device. It can be mounted, 
unmounted, and you can run fsck or ufsdump. 

Creating a mirror for 
swap, /usr and /opt 
The creation of mirrors for other unmountable 
filesystems is straightforward. Had you used a 
different partition table from the one given in 
Table A, perhaps specifying I usr and I opt as 
separate partitions, you could use these steps 
to mirror those slices. In this example, we'll 
mirror swap. 

Creating the swap submirrors 
The swap partition is on I dev I dsk/ cOtOdOsl. 
Create the first submirror: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/ 
-.metainit -f d11 1 1 c0t0d0s01 
d11: Concat/Stripe is setup 

Now, create the second submirror: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/ 
-.metainit d12 1 1 c0t1d0s01 
d12: Concat/Stripe is setup 

Initialize the mirror and then attach the first 
submirror, d 11: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metainit d10 -m d11 
d10: Mirror is setup 

Now, we have a swap metadevice, d10, which 
is a mirror containing one submirror, d 11. 

We'll need to reboot the host and use the 
new metadevice d 10 for swap instead of 
I dev I dsk/ cOtOdOsl. We used the metaroot 
command when we mirrored root. For swap, 
as well as I usr and I opt, we need to edit the 
/etc/vfstab file by hand. First make a copy of 
/etc I vfstab: 

#cp /etc/vfstab /etc/vfstab.noswap 

Edit vfstab, substituting I dev /md/ dsk/ dlO 
in place of I dev I dsk/ cOtOdOsl. Then reboot: 
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Note: In the event that the metadevice or the primary sub
mirror becomes corrupted, you may need to revert to boot
ing from the second internal disk (c0t1d0s0). This is known 
as the alternate boot device. Determine the alternate boot 
device by looking at the links in the I dev directory: 

# ls -alF /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0 
lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 
-. 67 Feb 10 17:00 /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0 -> 

-. .. I .. I devices /sbus•1 f ,0/espdma•e, 
-.8400000/esp•e,8800000/sd*0,0:a,raw 

Notice that the path starts with .. I . . -which means the 
path is really 

/devices/sbus•lf ,0/espdma•e,8400000/ 
-. esp•e,8800000/sd•1,0:a,raw 

Take out a piece of paper and your logbook and write 
this down. Tape it to the host. Hopefully, you'll never have 
to think about it again. If your boot disk fails, you'll need to 
halt the system and boot from the alternate device. Refer to 
the DiskSuite AnswerBook documentation to learn more. 
You should learn what to do if a metadevice fails before it 
actually fails. 

#/usr/sbin/reboot 

Now attach the second submirror, d12, to d10: 

#/usr/opt/SUNWmd/sbin/metattach d10 d12 
d10: submirror d12 is attached 

That's all there is to it. You've mirrored the 
most difficult partitions-the unmountable 
filesystems. It will be simple for you to mirror 
your data or file partitions, since these are 
mountable systems. Now you can go back to 
the documentation, review what we've done, 
and, if you want to mirror mountable systems, 
read about that, as well. You should be aware 
that there's a graphical user interface that's de
signed to simplify the use of DiskSuite. It 
comes with the installation, and it's called 
DiskTool. Personally, I find the command-line 
technique easier to use. 

Through the application of these few simple 
commands, you've significantly increased the 
reliability of your system. Backups are still 
vital, however. You can further increase the 
availability of the host by configuring the sub
mirrors on separate SCSI controllers, removing 
the single point of failure on controller cO . • 
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by Atiq Hashmi 

W 
ith the year 2000 approaching, 
many companies are working hard 
to make their products Y2K compli

ant. A necessary part of this Y2K work is pro
viding the testing environment where the 
products can be tested with the system clock 
rolled forward into the year 2000 and beyond. 
Generally, in a software release cycle, the de
velopers and testers simultaneously share the 
resources on the development and test envi
ronments, respectively. 

However, exclusive access of the system 
date is one important need for a Y2K release 
testing, and this may require frequent involve
ment of system administrators, as many users 
may need such exclusive access. Some ap
proaches involve scheduled updates of Y2K 
dates or dividing the machine usage among 
users for exclusive access. Simple approaches 
include making the standard date program, 
setuid root, or giving users root privilege, etc. 

Where the access need is intermittent and 
not clearly defined, these approaches are often 
inconvenient and unsafe for one or more of 
these reasons: 

• They don't provide controlled access, so 
users can step on each other and reset the 
date, affecting another user's work. 

• They allow anybody to access the system 
date, whether or not they're supposed to, 
thus potentially affecting any test in 
progress. 

• They require elaborate planning and 
scheduling, which may not always fit 
well with the daily changing work activ
ities of the users. 

In this article, we'll provide a scheme to 
offer a date-change facility that will allow mul
tiple users to share the system date resource by 
having exclusive access to it one at a time
avoiding the aforementioned problems, as well 
as providing a totally user-managed environ
ment. The idea revolves around the concepts of 
the UNIX setuid root feature, locking mecha
nism, and an authenticated list of users. 

The setuid root feature 
Every file on a UNIX system has a set of per
mission bits. These include access bits for the 
user, group, and other user types and additional 
bits for special permissions, including the 
sticky bit and setuid bit. 

Normally, when a process runs an execu
table program, it runs it (if the program has 
appropriate execute permissions) under the 
effective user ID of the owner of the process, 
even though the program may be owned by 
another user. Turning the setuid feature on al
lows the process to execute the program under 
the user ID and privilege of the owner of the 
program. This is useful, for example, in the 
passwd program, which needs to modify the 
root owned I etc I passwd file . 

Setting the passwd program as setuid 
allows a user process running the passwd 
program (to change his/her password) totem
porarily assume the root's effective user ID 
and modify the I etc I passwd file. Our idea is 
to install a copy of the date program in an ap
propriate directory as setuid root, instead of 
setting the system file(/ usr /bin/ date) as setu
id. The following command sets a program se
tuid (the 4 makes it setuid): 

#chmod 4755 <program> 

Locking system date 
The facility provides a locking mechanism by 
using a lockfile that can only be removed by 
the file owner or root. The need is to allow 
multiple users to create a lock file in a directo
ry, but only allow the owner to delete it. This is 
achieved by the sticky bit, which, when set on 
a directory, allows removal of the file only if 
the user has write permission on the directory 
and either owns the file, owns the directory, or 
is the super-user. This control is obtained with 

#chmod 777 clockfi le dir> 
#chmod u+t <lockfi le dir> 

The first line makes it writable by every
body, so that all users can create a lock file, 
thus locking the date-change capability. The 



,-
second line sets the sticky bit on the directory 
to prevent other users from removing the lock
file. The lockfile itself must be created with 
mode 744 for this to work. To change the sys
tem date, the script takes an argument (which 
must be in the format accepted by the date 
program) for the new date, which is simply 
passed on to the date program. 

Authenticated user list 
To control the list of users who can change the 
date, the script uses a file containing the user ID 
of each user, one per line. If a user isn't on the 
list, access isn't given. The ownership of this file 
can be given to one user (for example, the lead 
tester) who could manage the list, avoiding the 
need for administrator intervention. 

Listing A shows a shell script that imple
ments our controlled date change facility. There 
are some global variables at the top that can be 
changed as appropriate. The main part of the 
script handles the options to lock/ unlock the 
date, modify the system date, and check who 
holds the lock and help option. The usage mes
sage shows how to specify the new date value. 

Setting up your system 
The setup requires root privilege. It's better to 
install this facility in a commonly accessible 

Listing A: Our controlled date change script 

#!/usr/bin/ksh 
#This script allows non-root users to 
# change the system date on a Y2K machine. 

USAGE:"\n 
syntax: date.y2k.sh [-hluc) [-m <date>) \n\ 
where \n\ 
\tformat is: mmddHHl"M!yylyy.SS \n\ 
\t-h help \n\ 
\t-l lock the system date \n\ 
\t-u unlock the system date \n\ 
\t-c check who has the date lock \n\ 
\t-m modify the system date \n\ 
e.g . \n\ 
to set date to Oct 23 12 :55 :42 2024, \n\ 
use: \n\ 
S date.y2k . sh -u 1023165524 .42 \n\ 
Note, hours is in GMT.\n\ 
Please unlock date when done.\n" 

DATEDIR=/usr/local/y2kdatedir/bin 
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place like /usr /local. Listing B, on page 15, 
shows an example setup. Note that some of 
these commands may not be necessary as they 
are done from a root account, but are men
tioned for understanding. 

The script also allows a user to put a note 
in the lock file for other users, for example, 
how long he would need the lock for etc. 
When a user invokes the date.y2k.sh script, it 
asks if he wants to write a message. If he does, 
it opens the lockfile for writing the message; 
otherwise, it simply creates a blank file. This 
file serves as the lock on the date-changing ca
pability until the user or the root user unlocks 
it using the -u option. 

Conclusion 
The ideas discussed here offer a convenient 
way to allow non-root users to handle the sys
tem date resource on a Y2K environment in a 
controlled and safe manner. At the same time, 
it saves the user and system administration 
time to handle frequent requests for date or 
user list updates. 

The tool can also be modified to handle 
client/ server type applications spanning mul
tiple machines by installing it in a common 
mounted filesystem and making appropriate 
changes to the script. • 

LOCKDIR=/usr/local/y2kdatedir/lockdir 
WHOAMl='/usr/ucb/whoami' 
LOCKUSERS:/usr/local/y2kdatedir/users.allowed 
CURLOCKID="" 
RM=/bin/rm 

function islockmsg 
{ 

echo "\nUser 'SCURLOCKID' has lock ." 
echo "Contact that user to unlock it." 
if [ -s SCURLOCKID . lock I 
then 

f i 

echo "\nHere is a note from SCURLOCKID: \n" 
cat "SLOCKDIR/SCURLOCKID. lock" 

function datelock 

arg="S1" 
case "Sarg" in 
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Listing A: continued ----------------------------------------------------c) if I -f SLOCKDIR/• . lock 
then 

f i 

islockmsg SCURLOCKID 
exit 

-u) if I -f SLOCKDIR/• . lock -a "SWHOAMI"!="SCURLOCKID" 
then 

f i 

islockmsg SCURLOCKID 
exit 

SRM SLOCKDIR/•. lock 
if I S? -eq 0 I 
then 

echo "\n lock by 'SWHOAMI' turned •OFF• . \n" 
ti 

- l) if [ -f SLOCKDIR/ ..tock -a "SWHOAMI" = "SCURLOCK ID" 
then 

echo "\nYou already hold lock with the message( if 
• any): \n" 
cat SLOCKDIR/• . lock 
exit 

elif [ -f SLOCKDIR/•.lock 
then 

ti 

islockmsg SCURLOCKID 
exit 

echo "Want to write a note for other users(y/n) [n)? :" 
read x 
if [ 1'Sx'1 = ''y'' -o ··sx·· = ··y·· 

then 
vi SLOCKDIR/SWHOAMI . lock 

else 
touch SLOCKDIR/SWHOAMI. lock 

Ii 
chmod 744 SLOCKDIR/SWHOAMI . lock 
if [ -f SLOCKDIR/SWHOAMI . lock I 
then 

echo "\n lock turned •ON• exclusively for 'SWHOAMI'\n" 
else 

echo "\n locking for SWHOAMI fai led\n" 
f i 

-m) if I -f SLOCKDIR/..tock -a "SWHOAMI"!="SCURLOCKID" I 
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then 

f i 

islockmsg SCURLOCKID 
exit 

touch SLOCKDIR/SWHOAMI . lock 

esac 

#--------main-------
if I S# -eq 0 I 
then 

f i 

clear; echo SUSAGE 
exit 

grep SWHOAMI SLOCKUSERS > /dev/null 
if [ S? -ne 0 I 
then 

f i 

echo "\nYou are not allowed. please contact 
• administrator. \n" 
exit 

cd SLOCKDIR 
CURLOCKID='echo • . lock cut -d" ." -f1' #used 

globally 

while getopts lmuch : opt 
do 

case Sopt in 
l) date lock -l 

m) datelock -m 
SDATEDIR/date .y2k -u "S2" 

c) datelock -c 

u) datelock -u 
exit 

h I •) 
clear 

esac 
done 

echo SUSAGE 
exit 



Listing B: Sample actions to create our date-change environment 

#cd /usr/local 
#mkdir y2kdatedir 
#chmod 755 y2kdatedir 
#cd y2kdatedir 
#mkdir bin lockdir 
#chmod 755 bin 
#chmod 777 lockdir 
#chmod u+t lockdir 
#cp /usr/bin/date bin/date .y2k 
#chown root bin/date.y2k 
#chmod 4755 bin/date .y2k 
#vi users.allowed 
#chmod 755 date .y2k.sh 

Get ZDTips! 

#install location 
#make it read-only by others 

#create two directories 

#set sticky bit on lockdir 
#make a copy of date program 
#make root the owner 
#make date .y2k setuid 
#enter userids one per line 
#make it read and execute 
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11u1cK nP Yesterday 
by Jeff Forsythe, Sr. 

Q uick, what was yesterday's date? OK, 
that was good, if you gave the right an

swer. But how quickly can your computer give 

Listing A: Code for getting yesterday's date 

return_and_exi t() 
I 

PERIODICALS MAIL 

yesterday's date? In the blink of an eye with 
the code in Listing A. You can find this script 
on our ftp site as yesterday.sh .• 

echo "S{YESTERDAY_MONTH}/S{YESTERDAY_DAY}/S{YESTERDAY_YEAR}" 
exit 0 

YESTERDAY_DAY:31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

5} YESTERDAY_MONTH=4 
YESTERDAY_DAY:30 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; TODAY_MONTH='date +%m' 

TODAY_DAY='date +%d' 
TODAY_YEAR='date +%Y' 

if [ "S{TODAY_DAY}" != "1" 
then 

Ii 

YESTERDAY_MONTH=S{TODAY_MONTH} 
YESTERDAY_DAY='expr S{TODAY_DAY} - 1' 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exi t 

case S{TODAY_MONTH} in 

16 Inside Solaris 

1} YESTERDAY_MONTH=12 
YESTERDAY_DAY:31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR='expr S{TODAY_YEAR} - 1' 
return_and_exit;; 

2) YESTERDAY_MONTH=1 
YESTERDAY_DAY:31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

3) YESTERDAY_MONTH=2 
if [ 'expr S{TODAY_YEARJ - 1992 % 4' = 0 I 
then 

YESTERDAY_DAY:29 
else 

YESTERDAY_DAY=28 
Ii 

YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

4) YESTERDAY_MONTH=3 

6) YESTERDAY_MONTH=5 
YESTERDAY_DAY=31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

7) YESTERDAY_MONTH:6 
YESTERDAY_DAY:30 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

8} YESTERDAY_MONTH=7 
YESTERDAY_DAY=31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exi t;; 

9) YESTERDAY_MONTH:8 
YESTERDAY_DAY=31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exi t;; 

10) YESTERDAY_MONTH:9 
YESTERDAY_DAY=30 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

11} YESTERDAY_MONTH:10 
YESTERDAY_DAY=31 
YESTERDAY_YEAR=S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

12) YESTERDAY_MONTH:11 
YESTERDAY_DAY=30 
YESTERDAY_YEAR:S{TODAY_YEAR} 
return_and_exit;; 

esac 
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